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Bob Kirkby’s new PA-12 makes its debut at our Vulcan trip on May 12
th
. Read about Bob’s ferry flight  

to bring his pride and joy home.    
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From The 
Cockpit 

By Garrett Komm  
Glen Clarke showed up at Kirkby Field yesterday with 
a photo in hand of the lousy weather we were 
experiencing that morning.  He and Kay had grabbed 
the picture from the Alberta Motor Association's 
webcam situated about a mile east of Kirkby Field on 
Highway 1. 

  
Turns out the AMA, and other province's CAA bureaus 
each have this feature on their respective 
websites. There are dozens of cameras situated along 
major highways.  Most of the cameras show the sky in 
1, 2 or 3 different directions.  Each camera's link 
shows the air temp, road surface temp, wind speed 
and direction, and humidity.   

  
This feature of the AMA's website is one we can all 
use to get a better handle on the spot weather along 
or near anyplace that has a major highway nearby.  I 
encourage you to take advantage of it if you can. 

  
Here's the link to Alberta's highway cams.  
http://www.ama.ab.ca/road_report/camera/camera_sta
tion_main.htm 

  
Hope this helps and many thanks to Kay & Glen 
Clarke for bringing it up. 

  
Also, for those who are unaware, there is a spot 
weather site at Didsbury at this link, as discovered by 
Ken Beanlands; http://weather.mydidsbury.ca/ (Ed. 
This site has saved me from numerous road trips from 
Calgary to Carstairs to discover that the weather was 
not appropriate for flying!) 

  
Another useful site with a weather station located in 
west Calgary is www.wx.ca, which also has links to 
webcams around Calgary.    ���� 
 

Summer Musings 
 
Thank goodness the 
summer season has 
finally arrived. Summer 
is when you have four 
consecutive days of sun 
and 23 degree Celsius 
days strung together. 
 
The poker run went on 
without a hitch and the 
winner with a straight 
flush was Troy Branch. 
It was interesting since 
he had the fastest plane 
and yet he was the last 
one in. It should be said 
that he did go out of his 
way to help deliver one 
errant pot. The worst 
hand trophy will be 
handed out at the 
meeting for embarrass-
ment purposes. It was 
nice to see the flyby of 
two biplanes, an SE-5A 
and a Starduster I. 
Thank you to all that 
attended and to all that 
helped out.  
 
The Corsair is 
disassembled and I 
have a few ideas as to 
what may happen next 
with the parts left over, 
but that’s another 
project that will have to 
be explained at another 
time. So many ideas - 
not enough time.  
 
Hopefully most of you 
have seen Warren’s new 
video from the wing 
mount camera. We are 
looking forward to his 
future movies. 
 
Wishing all a great 
summer see you at the 
meeting.���� 
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CAVU Dreams 
Photos and story by Ken Beanlands 

 
May was a GREAT month! This was my first month 
after leaving Encana, but I’m sure I’ve worked more 
this month than I did in the previous two. I’ve been 
spending the weeks at 
the lake near Bashaw and 
have made great 
progress on the cottage. 
However, the weekends 
are being spent here in 
Calgary to enjoy the 
various aviation events. 
 
Although we didn’t make 
it to the Sundre Mother’s 
Day Fly-in (one of our 
favorites) due to weather, I did make it to Vulcan on 
Sunday, May 12

th
. It was one of those impromptu 

events that ended up being a great day.  
 
An e-mail went out the week before and it was 
mentioned in passing at the May meeting. A total of 10 
aircraft showed up: an eleventh one attempted but 
was grounded with technical issues.  
 
The weather was great and I had a wonderful flight 
down with nary a bump. As I approached YYC’s 4800’ 
ring, I switched to terminal and reported my position, 
as I often do. However, this time, they assigned a 
discreet transponder code and requested to stay on 
terminal frequency. As I approached the expectedly 
busy Chestermere, I requested 5000’ to avoid the 
traffic. It was approved and I was vectored directly 
over Kirkby Field. Sure enough, the first aircraft was 
taxiing out. This was my first foray into Calgary 
International’s class C airspace. 
 
We had an excellent breakfast and enjoyed a nice 
visit. This was my first visit to the Vulcan golf course 
for breakfast, but it certainly won’t be my last. Check 
out the excellent turnout on the Vulcan ramp! 
 

Two weeks later, was the first of this year’s CUFC’s 
Poker Runs. Once again, we were blessed with a 
beautiful morning despite the heavy snowfall just two 
days before. I arrived early and prepped the plane. I 
was surprised to find that the hanger door wouldn’t 
open. That’s when I realized that the power was out! 
Despite being early, I was delayed about 40 minutes 
while waiting for the power to come back on.  

 
Finally, I was on my way with my first stop planned for 
Vulcan. On departure from Vulcan I was informed by 
Pat Cunningham that there were no cards at 
Claresholm. Oh well - on to AJ Ranch. I heard Troy 
Branch speeding his way to Claresholm as I was 
landing and told him that there were no cards there. 
He mentioned that he had the bucket so I followed him 
down. I think Troy and I were the only ones with a full 
hand. Not surprisingly, he was the winner and I had 
the second best hand. The food was great and the 
turnout was OK. After nearly 4 hours of flying, I finally 
arrived back at Carstairs.  
 
Another big event happened for me last month - I sold 
the Cessna 150. Although it took about six months to 
finally sell the plane, I was happy with the price I got 
and feel I made the right choice in holding out for the 
right buyers that saw the same value in her that I did. 
The interesting thing is that it is now based in Indus. 
I’m sure the two new owners will be attending our 
events. 
 
I’m not the only one to have sold this month. Mike 
Sweere also sold his Chief and is now in search of a 
four-place tail-dragger to serve as the new family 

steed. However, it’s now 
getting quite lonely at  
Carstairs with my 
regular wingmen, Mike, 
Glenn and Richard, all 
grounded for various 
reasons.  Hopefully, by 
next summer the 
Carstairs crew will be 
back in full force. ���� 
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Cross-Country in a PA-12 
Story and photos by Bob Kirkby 

 
Last year I bought a 1947 Piper PA-12 (The Supercruiser) in 
the US and flew it home. While that sounds pretty easy, it 
wasn’t. But this story isn’t about what I went through to 
import the aircraft, it’s about the trip itself. 
 
I should, however, tell you a bit about the lead-up to the trip. 
I had been thinking about an old Piper for a long time and 
after selling the Starduster Too I started shopping seriously. 
At first I looked at all the models prior to 1950 but soon 
zeroed in on the PA-11 or PA-12. I wanted a Cub-like aircraft 
but with a little more performance and passenger carrying 
capability that the J3. 
 
It didn’t take long to cover the market in Canada and the US. 
I only found a couple of PA-11’s for sale but I found about 
10 PA-12’s. I started making phone calls, asking questions 
and asking for photos. I found several PA-12’s that had 
recently been restored and upgraded with O-320’s, flaps, 
and more. Not only were these priced way too high but I 
really wanted something that was more stock, but rebuilt 
not too long ago. 
 
I found three PA-12’s in the US that looked like possibilities 
and spoke at length to the sellers and collected more 
photos. One jumped right out of the photos and grabbed my 
attention. If the photos and information was correct this 
would be a great buy so I decided to go check it out first. It 
was in Columbus, Ohio. 
 
I had a feeling that if this aircraft turned out to be what it 
look like I would buy it on the spot. So I figured I better 
make some preliminary inquiries into the importing process 
before heading south. Transport Canada has downloaded 
this work to private business so I looked on the Transport 
Canada web site for the list of Minister’s Designees in 
Calgary. I was surprised to see there were a lot, but one in 
particular was recommended to me by my AME so I gave 
him a call. We got together and he (Allan) briefed me on the 
process. 

Essentially there are three ways to get an aircraft into 
Canada from the US. 
 
1. If you can take it apart you can trailer it here and start the 
importing process after it arrives. 
 
2. You can keep it registered in the US and have a pilot with 
a US license fly it here (maybe the seller or a ferry pilot), or 
you can fly it yourself if you have a US license. Then start 
the importing process when it gets here. 
 
3. You can complete the purchase transaction in the US, 
deregister it there, and put a Provisional Canadian 
Registration on it for the purpose of the ferry flight home. 
This is the only way you can fly it back to Canada if you only 
have a Canadian license. 
 
At first blush it sounded like the third option was straight 
forward enough and I chose that method, if I should buy this 
aircraft. Allan told me what paperwork to look for in the logs 
and files and what I should copy and bring back for him to 
look over. 
 
So in early August I flew to Columbus to check out this PA-
12. 
 
The aircraft was being sold by a broker because the owner, 
a lawyer, had recently encountered some serious family 
medical issues and decided it would be a long time before 
he had time to fly it. He wanted to sell but had no time to 
deal with it. The broker met me on arrival and we drove out 
to the small reliever airport where the PA-12 was housed. All 
along I thought the photos and data on the aircraft were too 
good to be true so I was prepared for a big let down. But 
when the hangar doors opened I just couldn’t get the grin 
off my face. 
 
I spent several hours going over the aircraft looking for 
faults but found none. Unfortunately it was raining with a 
low overcast so I didn’t get a demo flight. But that didn’t 
matter. The engine ran nicely on the ground and it was only 
10 hours since its annual. After dark we went back to the 
broker’s office where I studied the log books closely, 
making lots of notes and photocopies. 
 
By the time I hit the hay in the hotel that night I had made up 
my mind to buy it. However, I headed home the next day 
armed with lots of photos, photocopies of pages from the 
logs, and many notes to review with Allan. The idea was for 
Allan to confirm that there weren’t any great obstacles to 
importing the aircraft before I proceeded to make an offer. 
This he did and a couple of days later I purchased the 
aircraft via phone calls and emails; and a cheque, of course. 
 
It was built in 1947 and had a total time of 1650 hours with 
620 since a complete restoration including an engine and 
prop overhaul. It was in immaculate condition and of all 
those that I found for sale it was the second cheapest. I was 
more than pleased with my purchase. 
 
The owner was not in a position to fly it to Canada so I 
continued with my plan to fly it home myself. This required 
having him de-register it in the US and I had to obtain a 
Provisional Certificate of Registration to fly it home; 
basically a ferry permit. Prior to this I reserved the 

Ready to depart Bolton Field, Columbus, OH 
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registration letters and was pleased that Transport gave me 
a CF- series because the aircraft was built prior to 1957. 
 
So I made plans to head back to Columbus on Thursday 
after the September long weekend. Early the next morning I 
headed out to Bolton Field with the broker to claim my prize. 
I met the owner for the first time and after some discussion 
he had to leave for a “lawyer” meeting. The broker helped 
me get the PA-12 ready for the longest cross country flight 
of its career. We stuck on the vinyl registration letters and 
the sheets of sticky vinyl I brought to cover up the American 
registration. We packed it full of logs and manuals, the 
wheel pants which were not installed, and my gear. 
Although it wasn’t very much weight it took up the entire 
double back seat. 
 
Finally I filled the tanks with 38 gallons of avgas and filed a 
flight plan for my first leg. After saying my goodbyes I fired 
up and taxied around the ramp a bit to familiarize myself 
with the cockpit and ground handling. By the time the 
engine was up to temp I was ready to go. 
 
I called ground control for taxi clearance announcing, “This 
is PA-12 Canadian Foxtrot Juliet X-ray Victor” and imaged 
what the controlled was thinking. I’m sure he could see me 
from the tower and was probably wondering how it got to be 
a Canadian aircraft overnight. Anyway, he didn’t ask any 
questions and I didn’t volunteer any answers. 
 
It was a short taxi to the runway and I was cleared for 
takeoff behind a 172 doing a touch and go. The day was 
perfect with a light wind down the runway and a clear sky. 
Takeoff seemed to take about 500 or 600 feet and the rest 
was an elevator ride. I was amazed at how fast the PA-12 
seemed to climb with very little angle of attack. I soon 
turned westward and settled on course for my first leg. Yes, 
I had my GPS along, strapped to my knee. 
 
My first leg was 224 miles which took 2.6 hours with a 
headwind. The headwind was to get gradually stronger as I 

flew west. My first stop was a small country airport called 
Jasper County, Indiana, about 40 miles south of Lake 
Michigan. As I approached I listened to the airport 
conditions on their ASOS (even small airports have these in 
the US) and joined the downwind for 18 “on the 45” as they 
say. Then an amazing thing happened. 
 
Just as I turned base I heard a pilot announce crossing the 
airport in a Stearman to join the downwind. I thought this 
was neat. Then as I turned final I heard another identical 
announcement, but from another Stearman. Half way down 
final I heard it again (I had chosen to do a long final since 
this was my first landing in the PA-12). I was trying not to 
get distracted but I had to take a quick look around and I 
spotted three Stearmans in the circuit. I thought to myself, 
“Gees, this must be a time machine. I feel like this is 1947 
and I’m surrounded by 1930’s vintage aircraft.” It was quite 
exhilarating. 
 
In spite of the distractions I made a good landing and taxied 
over to the pumps. By the time I got out of the aircraft the 
first Stearman was taxiing in. I soon had all three parked on 
the ramp around the PA-12 (see photo). What a sight! It 
turns out the Stearman owners were on their way home 
from a Stearman convention and chose the same fuel stop I 
did. 
 
I could have stood around for hours watching these 
beautiful machines but I had a flight plan and needed to get 
going. With full tanks, two granola bars and some water I 
departed 1947 for my next stop. Next stop was Dubuque, 
Iowa, 207 miles and 2.2 hours away. Now that I was around 
Chicago I turned a little more northwestward. The weather 
was perfect and the airplane was flying great so I relaxed 
and took in the pretty mid-west farm landscape. 
 
My plan was to fly a great circle line northwest through 
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota, and 
Montana to Lethbridge, where I would clear customs. Then it 
would be a short hop to home base. 

Surrounded by Stearmans at Jasper County airport, Indiana.   
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This leg took me across Illinois and into Iowa whose border 
is defined by the mighty Mississippi river. This was the 10

th
 

time I’ve flown across it in a light aircraft. Every time I do I 
marvel at the long trains of barges floating cargo up and 
down the river. The size of the river and these barge trains 
can only be appreciated from the air. 
 
My stop in Dubuque was only long enough to fuel up and 
update my flight plan. Then I was off on my next and final 
leg of the day. I would stop in Austin, Minnesota for the 
night which was a short 141 miles. However, the headwind 
had increased significantly by now and it took 1.8 hours to 
get to Austin. The ride was smooth until I started my 
descent when it got gusty and I discovered the wind was 
about 15 knots and about 30 degrees from the right of 
Austin’s single runway. This presented me with my first 
cross-wind landing challenge in the PA-12. I found the 
ailerons and rudder to be very effective and responsive 
which was good in those gusty conditions. The landing 
wasn’t the prettiest but it worked out okay. 
 
I had used Austin as an overnight stop several years ago on 
a trip to Indianapolis. At that time it was pretty run down so I 
was pleased to see that a new terminal building had been 
constructed since I was last there. I tied the PA-12 down on 
the ramp, closed my flight plan and found someone in the 
terminal who loaned me a courtesy car to drive into town 
and find a motel. For this I was thankful since I was 
exhausted after a very long day. 
 
I was up early the next morning only to look out at a low 
ceiling and drizzle. Naturally this was not in the forecast 
from the night before. Oh well, when I hit bad weather on 
cross country flights I always look for the bright side. This 
morning that meant a leisurely breakfast, get on the internet 
and study the weather forecast, then drive back to the 
airport after stopping at a grocery store to pick up some 
cleaner and sponges so I could get the bugs off the wings. 
 
At the terminal building I studied the weather some more. A 
system had moved up from the southwest during the night 
which resulted in 600 foot ceilings and drizzle around 
Austin. I was frustrated by the fact it only extended another 
20 miles north. The forecast was for a slight improvement in 
the local area around noon but it would worsen later in the 
day. The system was blocking my planned route 
northwestward and forecast to get worse that way until the 
next day. 
 
While I waited I took out my charts and planned a new route 
north from Austin passing west of Minneapolis to Chandler, 
MN. This would get me away from the crud and then I could 
head west into North Dakota. 
 
Around 12:00 a pilot arrived IFR in a Piper Saratoga. He 
reported a ceiling of 600-800 feet but good visibility under 
the ceiling. I was temped to go but decided to wait a little 
longer since I’m not too comfortable flying around so low in 
unfamiliar territory full of cell towers. 
 
Finally about 2:30 the AWOS was reporting a ceiling of 1000 
feet and visibility of 6+ miles. I filed for Chandler and was in 
the air 25 minutes later. The ceiling was very ragged and 
probably averaged a 1000 feet with low hanging clouds 
scattered around. When I contacted the nearest FSS to 
activate my flight plan the specialist said I could expect to 

be out of the scud in 15 to 20 miles. I flew with eyes out of 
the cockpit fulltime, dodged a few low hanging clouds, and 
missed all the towers. At 10 miles out it was breaking up 
and at 20 miles I was in sunshine and able to climb to a 
more comfortable cruise altitude. 
 
Off and running again I settle back to enjoy the scenery. I 
had a small tailwind and the air was smooth. This was 
dramatically different from what I had been looking at all 
morning. The flight to Chandler was 1.9 hours and I landed 
in the opposite direction with a nice headwind down the 
runway. 
 
Chandler has a really nice two-runway airport. I taxied to the 
fuel pump and was told I was just in time by the attendant, 
who was leaving sharp at 5:00. While he filled my tanks I 
used the facilities then talked him into letting me lock the 
airside door on my way out so I could use the pilots lounge 
to prepare my flight plan for the next leg. He agreed and 
took off. 
 
I wanted to make it to Minot for the night but according to 
my calculations the furthest I could get before dark was 
Devil’s Lake North Dakota. Ironically I had stopped there 
when I brought my Starduster home from Nova Scotia five 
years earlier. So I filed my final flight plan for the day and 
was off. 
 
My route took me directly over Fargo, ND. There was a lady 
controller on duty who sounded really friendly. I think she 
was happy to have me flying through her zone to break up 
the silence. During the 20 minutes I was on her frequency 
the only other traffic was some yahoo using the tower 
frequency to announce an approach to a small airport about 
20 miles away. She straightened him out pretty quick. 
 
This 2.1 hour leg was the best part of the whole trip. The air 
was smooth, I had a tail wind and the sun was casting 
longer and longer shadows across the prairies as I flew on 
to Devil’s Lake. I felt that fantastic late evening tranquility 
that only the pilot of a small aircraft knows. 
 
The Devil’s Lake airport is uncontrolled but had an ASOS to 
give me the conditions. I settled gently onto the runway with 
a nice headwind about 20 minutes before sunset. I pulled up 
to the FBO ramp and tied down while there was still some 
light. Everything was closed up tight but there was an after 
hours number on the door so I called to let them know I was 
there and asked for the number of a taxi. Half an hour later I 
was checking into a Super 8 feeling great after a beautiful 
afternoon of flying. 
 
I was at the airport by 8:00 the next morning prepared for a 
long day of flying. The sky was clear and the weather 
reported some light showers about 50 miles west but only 
lasting for another 50 miles. I filled up, filed for Williston, ND 
and was gone. This 2.2 hour leg would bring yet another 
metaphysical experience. 
 
It didn’t take long for a low ceiling to develop and some 
showers to appear. The ceiling was up and down all over the 
place. For awhile I was down at 400 AGL, then back up to 
1500, then down again. Visibility was good and the prairies 
are flat so I wasn’t too concerned. As I was cruising along 
close to the ground I studied some of the farms. There were 
lots of them and the farm houses and yards were small and 
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sparse. Suddenly I was overwhelmed with a feeling I was 
flying my PA-12 back in 1947 again looking down at these 
little farms with old broken down equipment in the yards. I 
fully expected to see a pair of horses pulling a hay wagon. It 
was neat. 
 
It wasn’t long before the ceiling lifted to a high overcast and 
everything opened up. I flew past Minot, which I knew well 
from living there as a teenager. I told Magic City tower I was 
going by on the south side. The city of Minot calls itself the 
“Magic City” so the airport tower goes by this name rather 
than Minot. There are lots of quirky things like that in the 
US. 
 
Between Minot and Williston a strong headwind developed. I 
tried different altitudes up to 8500 feet hoping to avoid it but 
was unsuccessful. I could see my day getting longer and 
longer as the headwind built to 20 mph. Williston was 
another quick turnaround stop and I was off on the longest 
leg of the trip to Havre City, Montana (3.0 hours). 
 
The headwind kept up and it started to get hot and bumpy. 
By the time I crossed into Montana it was really bumpy. 
Again I tried different altitudes but found no relief. I was, 
however, very impressed by the way the PA-12 handled the 
turbulence. Although it has lots of wing for the bumps to 
through around the ailerons are very effective and with 
small stick movements I was able to keep it reasonably 
steady. 
 
I landed straight in at Havre among the gusts and hot air 
rising from the runway. I think I landed three times. Once 
again there wasn’t a sole on the airport. I pulled up to the 
fuel pump and called the phone number listed on the sign 
(what would I do without a cell phone?). The fuel attendant 
was somewhere out of town and it would take him an hour 
to drive to the airport! I asked him to get there as fast as he 
could since I had an important date with customs. 
 
I was now in a time crunch. I had intended to clear at 
Lethbridge but customs service is not available there after 
6:00 pm. So I decided to go into Sweetgrass, on the border. 
The last time I was there the runway was terrible so I was a 
little concerned 
this time. As it 
turned out, the PA-
12 handled it just 
fine. 
 
I was getting 
anxious sitting on 
the hot ramp 
trying to estimate 
when I would be 
able to take off. I 
had to give 
Canada customs 2 
hours notice 
before arriving in 
Sweetgrass, but is 
was only a 1.2 
hour flight. I 
figured the 
attendant would 
take 15 minutes 
longer than he 

said and estimated my time off from that. I called customs 
and booked an arrival time, then filed a flight plan, and 
waited some more. He actually arrived on time and I was 
able to get away within a few minutes of my estimate. 
Sometimes things work out. 
 
The leg to Sweetgrass was as rough as the previous one. 
But I arrived within 5 minutes of estimated time. On final I 
saw the customs agent sitting in his car waiting for me – 
about 20 feet from the end of the runway. I flew directly over 
him and did a nice landing on the grass strip, turned around 
and taxied back to where he was waiting. He just glanced 
into the airplane then told me to grab my paperwork and we 
would drive to the customs building at the border crossing. 
Once there all he wanted to see was the bill of sale so he 
could collect the GST. Once I paid that he drove me back to 
the airplane and wished me a good flight. Nothing to it, as 
long as I had enough room on my credit card. 
 
Finally, I was on the last leg home. Two more hours and I 
would be at Chestermere Kirkby Field. Away I went, this 
time without being able to fill up. However, by now I had a 
good handle on my fuel burn and the total time for these two 
legs would be 3.4 hours out of a total endurance of 6 hours. 
 
Half way between Lethbridge and Vulcan I heard a familiar 
voice on 126.7. Gary Able was broadcasting a position 
report as he passed Claresholm on his way home to 
Chestermere.  I called him and we chatted for a little while. 
 
Finally I had home base in sight. I crossed mid-field and 
joined the downwind for 34. After twelve hours of some 
grueling flying I was tired and wanted to get on the ground, 
and have some dinner. I came in too hot and forced the PA-
12 to land sooner than it wanted to. The result was three 
landings but it finally stopped before I ran out of runway. I 
taxied in to find Brian Vasseur and Ed D’Antoni chuckling 
over something… can’t imagine what. 
 
I was, however, glad they were there to help me push the 
aircraft into the hangar in my weakened state. It was finally 
parked in its new hangar after a trip of 1760 miles in 19.2 
hours. An average of 92 mph. Not bad considering half the 

trip was against 
very strong 
headwinds with an 
airspeed of 
between 100 and 
105 mph. 
 
Having completed 
the authorized 
ferry flight my PA-
12 was now 
grounded until I 
finished the 
importing process 
and obtained a 
Canadian C of A, 
which would take 
six months. But 
that’s another 
story.  ���� 

The PA-12 finally rests in its new home at Chestermere Kirkby Field 
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June 9, Villeneuve, AB – Edmonton Airports is pleased to be 

hosting the 3rd annual open house & fly-in BBQ from 11 a.m. to 

2:30 p.m. Rain or Shine! Free!  For more information contact 

Edmonton Airports at fly-in@edmontonairports.com. 

 

June 10, Bonnyville, AB – (CYBF) Annual fly-in drive in breakfast 

from 7:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. For more information contact 780-826-

7457.  

 

June 10, Innisfail, AB – Annual breakfast fly-in from 7 a.m. to 11 

a.m. at the Innisfail Airport (EM4). For more information contact 

Herluf Neilsen at 403-728-3457. 

 

June 17, High River, AB – Airport Awareness Day, Annual Fathers 

Day and Young Eagles Event taking place at CEN4. For more 

information contact Allan Logan at 403-288-7164 or visit 

www.eaahighriver.org. 

 

June 17, Lloydminster, AB – Annual Father’s Day fly-in breakfast 

from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Homebuilts on display. For more 

information contact Steve at 780-870-0934 or email 

sable5@telusplanet.net. 

 

June 17, St-Albert, AB – Mike’s Father’s Day fly-in from 8 a.m. to 

11 a.m. Farm strip orientation North/South, 2,600ft x 60ft wide on 

beautiful grass. GPS: N53 50 036 W113 33 704. Eleviation 2350 

ASL. Camping available. Come the day before and enjoy Mike and 

Rose’s hospitality. For more information contact Mike Poworoznik 

at 708-939-4299 or email mikerose@cruzinternet.com 

 

June 23-24, Wetaskiwin, AB – "Westebello 2007"- Inaugural 

Western Challenger Owners (and interested parties) event. For 

more information contact Mike and Tracy Hughes at: 780-985-

4231, fax 780-985-2198, email info@challengerwest.com or 

http://www.challengerwest.com 

 

June 24, Wetaskiwin, AB –  Wetaskiwin Flying Club fly-in 

breakfast. For more information contact Merv Blair by email at 

mervb@ralcomm.net. 

 

June 30, 2007 – Mueller Farm 100 year anniversary 100th year 

celebration. A BBQ will start at the farm around 2:00 PM. The 

airstrip is in good shape so drop in for some beef-on-a-bun. 

Contact Don for directions (403)823-3177 

 

July 7, Nanton, AB –  Nanton Lancaster Air Museum and AJ 

Flying Ranch are co-hosting the eighth annual fly-in. Breakfast and 

lunch available for a nominal fee. For more information call 403-

646-2270, fax 403-646-2214 or email nloffice@lancastermuseum.ca. 

 

July 11 – 15, Arlington, WA – Arlington  Northwest EAA Fly-In 

and Sport Aviation Convention.  This makes a great 3-4 day, long 

weekend camping trip for Calgarians. For complete details and to 

book your camp spots on-line, see http://www.nweaa.org/ 

 

July 14, Medicine Hat, AB – Fly-in lunch from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 

the Medicine Hat Airport -RAA Hangar. On the lunch menu: beef 

on a bun! Walk, drive or fly in. Everyone welcome. For more 

information contact Boyne at 403-527-9571, email 

handblewis@thehat.ca or Bob at 403-526-5248. 

 

July 15, Vulcan, AB – Fly-in breakfast from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the 

Vulcan Airport. For more information contact Cody Whiteside at 

403-485-2083 or Jack Deans at 403-485-6484. 

 

July 23 – 27, Oshkosh, WI – AirVenture 2007! Need I say more? If 

you are interested in participating in a convoy flight to Oshkosh 

this summer, please contact Ken Beanlands kbeanlan@telus.net. 

For complete details, please see: http://www.airventure.org/  

 

August 4, Airdrie, AB – Airdrie Flying Club will be hosting an 

aviation Show & Shine, encouraging aircraft owners and pilots to 

share their airplanes, swap stories and enjoy a barbeque lunch. A 

poker run will be held in conjunction with the event. Visit 

http://www.airdrieflyingclub.ca/showandshine.htm for more info. 

 

August 12, Westlock, AB –  Annual fly-in from 7 a.m to 11 a.m. 

Aircraft and pilot prizes available. For more information contact 

780-349-5650. 

 

August 18, Cooking Lake, AB – Edmonton Airports is pleased to 

be hosting the 3rd annual open house & fly-in BBQ from 11 a.m. to 

2:30 p.m. Rain or Shine! Free!  For more information contact 

Edmonton Airports at fly-in@edmontonairports.com. 

 

August 26, St. Albert, AB – Fred Herzog Memorial Fly In 

Breakfast from 7 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the St. Albert Airport, 

identifier CES3, coordinates N53 41 25 W113 41 37. For more 

information contact Ben Strafford at 780-458-1606 or email 

larandben@cruzinternet.com. ���� 

 

September 8, Indus, AB, Fly in supper and 

neighbourhood appreciation day. Pot luck and deep 

fried Turkey. Indus Airport. Starting at  5:00 pm.   

Dinner at 5:30 Bring lawn chairs and enjoy the taxi 

ways. Five volunteers needed for crowd control. Please 

contact Garrett Komm at kommair@telusplanet.net for 

more information or if you can volunteer. 

June 16, Carstairs-Bishell Field - The 11th annual 

Bishell Fly-in breakfast. 0800-1200 hrs 

www.skywalker.ca Contact Glenn Bisnell 403-337-2564 

 

July 14, Chestemere-Kirkby Field - The 16th annual 

Chestermere-Kirkby Field Fly-in breakfast. 0830-1200 

hrs www.skywalker.ca Contact Bob Kirkby 569-9541 

 

July 21, Chestemere, AB, CULA Reunion and Pot-Luck 

at Glen Clarke’s place.  Please bring your own meat (ie. 

steak, chicken, etc), beverages and a side. Festivities 

start at 2:00 PM and continue until everyone leaves. If 

you wish to fly in, please land at Chestemere Kirkby as 

the Clarke strip will be closed for the event. For more 

information, contact Glen Clarke at (403)279-1036. 

July 23 – 27, Chestemere, AB, 2007 CUFC Air 

Adventure Tour. Destination and route to be 

determined. For more information contact Stu Simpson 

bushmaster@shaw.ca 
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W-10 Tailwind Project Fuselage and wings covered. 

Fuselage on its gear. US built airframe may require 

additional inspection covers for MD-RA inspection. Some 

instruments included. No firewall forward except engine 

mount.  This is a 2-place, side-by-side, 200 mph airplane. 

$6000 OBO Contact Ken Beanlands (403)295-2079 or 

kbeanlan@telus.net (04/07) 

 

Team Minimax Single place taildragger, C-IFCZ completely 

enclosed and streamlined Rotax 503, 3 blade IVO prop. Two 

5 gallon wing tanks, 100 hours total time, external radio 

antenna, located in Vulcan Industrial Airport, always 

hangered, Asking $9000. Contact Graham at (403) 601- 6853 

or gramillington@yahoo.ca (04/07) 

 

PRICE REDUCED! - Murphy Renegade Spirit, 187 TTAF 

52 TTSN Rotax 582 MOD 99. Single cockpit conversion. Full 

instrumentation, Tennessee prop. David Clarke helmet & 

head set, Icom A5 transceiver, electric starter, Matco wheels 

and brakes, and elevator trim. Airtech coating system. 

Always hangared. This is an easy handling, extremely 

responsive and fun airplane to fly. Asking $18,000. Email 

bkespe@raymacsurveys.ca for additional photos and details. 

Phone: 403-692-to 2563 office, 255-7419 home, 968-7419 cell. 

(04/07) 

 

Jeffco Fuel Tank Sealant, I have after sealing my wing tanks 

1-1/2 gal. of Jeffco sealant left over.  This is exactly half of 

the total purchased volume.  This is a two to one mix ratio 

product.  I am extremely happy with using this superior 

quality fuel tank sealant…… $210.00 …(You save GST and 

shipping costs of thirty two dollars). Calvin Thorne, cell 

(403) 860-7582 or home (403) 932-4325, email 

cbthorne@telus.net (03/07) 

 

RX 550 Beaver TTE 140 hrs Rotax oil-injected 582 with 3 

blade Powerfin ground adjustable prop.  Complete with 

wing tanks. All skins U.V. clear coated as well as wing 

upgrade.  Full panel with GPS, custom cargo bags, and  

 

 

several extras. Dual helmet/headset with intercom and PTT 

also available.   Always hangared. A very reliable airplane!  

$12,500 Contact Darrell Booth email: dbooth1@shaw.ca or 

938-3379 (02/07) 
 

Beaver RX 550, 422 hr TTAF, 90 hr since total rebuild. 

100hp Subaru, 3 blade warp drive prop, Mono 2000 amphib 

floats with electric retract, all surfaces in Cenconite with 

Polytone, extra wing tanks, carb heat, radio intercom, GPS, 

full gauges. Will consider interesting trade for single seat 

UL. Always hangered in Kaslo B.C. $14,000.00. Contact: 

Russ White - umm48611@telus.net (09/06) 

 

1987 Challenger II, 447 Rotax rebuilt, new fabric on 

fuselage, new upholstery, new wheel pants, panel, 157-

TTSN, very clean airplane, can be seen at Glen Bishell's 

airstrip.  $13000.  Ken Johnson - 546-2586 (06/06) 

 

1998 Challenger II - Professionally built, only 170hrs on 

LES maintained & chromed exhaust recently installed. 

Beautiful paint, custom seats, ICom3, always hangared, 

$27,000.  Call Trey @ 698-4820 or email for photos -

trey.petty@gmail.com (02/06) 

 

89 single Seat Chinook; 447 rotax 348 TTSN 76 SOH. new 

wings and tail.  John 239-0289 (11/05) 

 

Volvo aluminum block V6 DOHC, supposedly rebuilt. 

Offers or $250 delivered.  Doug Fortune pentam@shaw.ca 

284-3945 (11/05) 

  

TEAM Tandem AirBike - pre-welded fuselage,  c/w full set 

of plans and manuals for Single Place including welding 

plans and stress analysis,  and partial plans for 

Tandem.  $2000.00 obo.   Dave Goldsmith,  Calgary, (403) 

289-9310 (09/05) 
 
����    

 

Notice: Classified ads are free to CUFC members. 

Contact Ken Beanlands by e-mail to place or renew your 

ad (see masthead). Ads will be dropped after 6 months 

unless renewed. 


